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HSBC's Connected Money app lets customers add competitors’ accounts
(UK)
As we reported in the March report, HSBC has been prepping for the launch of an app which takes advantage of open
banking. Now, after over six months of testing in beta, HSBC has become the first of the big UK banks to release a new app
which gives users a single view of all their accounts, whether with HSBC or a rival bank.
With the new app, called Connected Money, HSBC customers can view any UK current accounts, credit cards, mortgages
and loans in one place. This is done by connecting to the newly opened APIs that banks have been forced to publish by the
UK’s open banking rules. Users will have to authorise each connection to see it within the app.
In practice this looks like all financial transactions are shown in a single stream, with each one clearly branded above the
amount, be it an HSBC transaction or Barclays, Lloyds or American Express.
The bank is then layering smart features on top of this wealth of data, with features for spending analysis and 'balance after
bills', which shows how much a user has left in their HSBC current account until payday, once their regular bills have been
taken into account. There is also in-app messaging, so users can receive regular insights into their spending behaviour.
The bank is also working on a 'round-ups' feature, which rounds up a user's debit card purchases to the nearest pound and
saves the difference. It is also working on nudges, to make savings suggestions to customers based on their spending habits
that are intended to “nudge” customers towards better savings habits.
Watch the TV spot here.
TV Spot Screenshots

Connect Money Website and App Screenshot
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DBS launches Singapore's first holistic digital financial advisor "Your Financial GPS"
DBS Bank announced the launch of “Your Financial
GPS”, Singapore’s first holistic digital financial
advisor.
The digital financial advisor is integrated into
customers’ banking transactional activities through
DBS/POSB iBanking and digibank apps. This
enables its budgeting functionality to provide
analysis of customers’ bank account activity as
income and expenses are automatically categorised.
Customers are also provided with an overview of
their set budgets, and can see how they are tracking
against long-term financial-life goals.
The digital advisor then goes a step further by
undertaking active analysis of customers’ current
financial positions to offer tailored financial advice
giving them actionable insights, so they can better
manage their money and have a plan for savings
and investments. For example, if a customer sets up
a home goal, Your Financial GPS will first propose
an ideal savings amount they can consider and at
the same time, offer advice on the small steps that
can be taken to make saving for the property easier.
The Your Financial GPS app launched in pilot in
January to 300,000 customers aged 21 to 35. The
pilot concluded with strong positive user feedback on
its ease-of-use and usefulness of its insights.
Your Financial GPS uses a “SAIL” concept – Saving,
Assurance, Invest, Life Goals – to identify
coordinates on a customer’s financial journey so that
they can course correct with ease.
At the end of May, DBS will also introduce “YourNAV
Community” – a community forum that allows one to
ask questions, find answers and share tips related to
money management and financial planning topics.
As a “YourNAVer”, users gets access to exclusives
such as members-only events, classes, games and
contests and can earn points when interacting with
fellow community members. Visit ‘NAV – Your
Financial GPS’ (Nav.sg) for more information.

App Screenshots

Your Financial GP Website
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OCBC Bank begins advertising support
for its AI-powered voice banking with
Google
(Singapore)

Barclays latest digital security advertising
campaign focuses on app data access,
timed well for the Facebook scandal
(UK)

As we reported in April, OCBC Bank has launched AI
powered voice banking in collaboration with Google,
following the launch of Google Home and Google Home
Mini in Singapore.
Since, we released the April report, OCBC has now
begun advertising for the initiative as shown in this print
ad.

In the latest iteration of Barclays digital safety campaign
launched in May 2017, the new campaign focuses on
Barclays DigiSafe which highlights tips and guidance on
how you can keep your data and your devices safe. The
campaign is particularly well timed to coincide with the
recent Facebook app scandals that have received so much
press and government scrutiny.
Per previous campaign iterations, Barclays is distinguishing
its brand by making such prominent advertising investment
in digital security messaging. This campaign is running
across TV, print, digital, OOH.
Watch the TV spot here.
Print Ad

OOH

Services by the bank range from planning for retirement
or a new home to saving for a child’s education and
getting the latest financial market updates. In addition,
users can also speak to OCBC via the Google Assistance
to calculate the mortgage loan amount they can afford,
check unit trust prices and get foreign exchange rates
among others.
General banking questions can be posed to the Google
Assistant at any time of day by the consumers to get
instant responses.

TV Spot Screenshot
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Standard Chartered Bank Korea
launches keyboard banking
Standard Chartered Bank Korea launched a
keyboard banking service enabling transactions
such as remittance and account checking by
simply touching the bank's logo appearing on the
smartphone keypad which is widely used for
mobile messengers, text messaging, portal site
searching or social networking services (SNS). It
doesn't require installing an application or
cumbersome authentication.
Customers can send money by inputting their bank
account numbers, but it doesn't matter even if they
don't know the number since they also can do so
by simply touching the phone number in their
smartphone contact list. These transactions are
free of charge, regardless of whether the money is
sent to accounts of Standard Chartered Bank
Korea or those of other banks.

FNB launch multiple new features for
app, including Switch with a Selfie
(South Africa)
FNB is launching a number of new app features including account registration by
selfie. With the launch of “Switch with a Selfie”, available to personal and business
customers, South Africans can sign up for an account and credit card with FNB “in
less than one minute”. The app sends biometric data from the image to the
Department of Home Affairs and checks the information against the user’s records
to verify their identity.
Users can then use the in-app messaging system and calendar to choose the
account they wish to open and select a date and time for their card to be delivered to
their house.
All verification using the Switch with a Selfie system is paperless.
Also included in the app is “nav>>Money” tool helping users manage their monthly
spend, from tracking upcoming payments to monitoring their overall income and
expenses.
It includes a “Track My Spend” feature, which shows users how much money is
flowing into their account, checking it against known upcoming payments, and
monitoring expenses.
The feature will allow customers to see where they are overspending or using credit
sub-optimally, and will deliver money management tips to customers.
The app will also include a “My Credit Status” tool which intelligently monitors the
customer’s credit status, showing them how they are currently ranked and how they
can improve their credit score.
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Barclays, PayPal to
team up to let
customers use their
accounts together
(UK & USA)
Barclays has inked a new
strategic partnership with PayPal
aimed at enabling customers to
manage and use their Barclays
and PayPal accounts together.
In a press release, the
companies said the partnership
should benefit millions of
consumers and small business
customers as the two focus
initially on enhancing products
and services for their U.K.- and
U.S.- based customers, including
U.K. small businesses.
For consumers, it means they will
be able to access a slew of new
features that make it easier to
manage their PayPal accounts in
Barclay’s digital venues and
use Barclays products in their
PayPal digital wallet to make
online payments via mobile or inapp. For instance, it could include
adding Barclays credit and debit
cards to a PayPal wallet, an
automatic update of the cards
in PayPal when they expire and
the ability to display the Barclays
image in the PayPal wallet to let
consumers easily choose it as its
preferred way to pay. In what the
companies said is a first-of-itskind partnership, Barclays and
PayPal will look for ways to
connect Pingit and PayPal to
improve how customers can
move and manage money. They
will also explore ways for U.S.
consumers to redeem Barclays
rewards points at businesses that
accept PayPal around the world.
As for small businesses, Barclays
and PayPal said PayPal’s small
business customers will be able
to see a snapshot of their PayPal
balance, recent transactions, and
sales on the Barclays
SmartBusiness Dashboard,
which enables small businesses
in the U.K. to see their business
information from third-party apps
alongside their Barclays account
information. Barclays says it is
the first bank in the U.K. to
collaborate with PayPal in this
way.
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Wells Fargo lets
customers pay from
home screen of mobile
banking app
(USA)
Wells Fargo has introduced ”Pay
with Wells Fargo” to the bank's
mobile app. The feature allows
customers to select their most
commonly used payment features
— including Zelle, mobile
wallets, Card-Free ATM Access
Code, and transfers — from the
home page of the app without
having to sign in.
Pay with Wells Fargo will be
piloted with Wells Fargo team
members next month and with
customers later this year.
The bank also stated that in a
future enhancement, Wells Fargo
plans to launch a mobile banking
feature that allows customers to
donate money to their favourite
charities and non-profits directly
from the mobile app.
Watch the introductory video here.

ASB launching biometric onboarding
app to beta
(New Zealand)
Starting this May, ASB began a pilot programme in six
branches testing their biometric ASB ID app with new
customers which is believed to be a New Zealand
banking first.
Customers can open a ASB account and confirm their
identity on the ASB ID app by taking a photo of their NZ
driver licence or passport and then a selfie. The facial
biometrics are used to compare the selfie with the
photo ID.
Initially the beta ASB ID app will be available on an inbranch iPhone. Following the pilot, the full ASB ID app
will allow New Zealanders to open an ASB bank
account from anywhere in NZ in about 15 minutes,
without visiting a branch.
Watch the introductory video here.

App Screenshot

Tesco Bank launches native mobile
registration for full mobile onboarding
(UK)
Video Screenshot
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Tesco Bank is making it simpler for
customers to use its leading mobile
banking app as it launches ‘native
mobile registration’. ‘Native mobile
registration’ allows customers to
set-up and access their account on
their smart phone without first having
to register at Tescobank.com.
Grant Bourbousson, Digital Director
said: “Customers told us that having to
register for online banking, before
being able to set up mobile banking
was a source of frustration.”
Watch the introductory video here.

Citi China
introduces voice
biometrics
authentication
Citibank (China) has
introduced Voice
Biometrics
authentication in a bid
to accelerate
verification processes
when customers reach
out to the bank’s
service hotline.
The technology, which
uses voice as
password, is intended
to improve customer
experience by
eliminating the need to
remember passwords
or answer several
personal questions to
confirm their identity.
The firm claimed that it
is the first bank to adopt
broadly free-speech
voiceprint
authentication
technology in China.
This Voice Biometrics
authentication system
has already been
introduced in multiple
countries in the Asia
Pacific region.
Customers of Citi China
can call the Citiphone
to enroll for Voice
Biometrics
authentication,
following which the
customer’s voice will be
recorded while they are
speaking.
The verification process
will also be completed
automatically within 15
seconds, compared to
the current 45 seconds
authentication method.
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Westpac offers voice banking service via Amazon Echo Spot
(Australia)

Westpac announced that its customers can access Westpac Banking Skill on Amazon’s voice-enabled and touchscreen
device Echo Spot.
Available through Amazon Alexa, the Westpac Banking Skill when accessed through Echo Spot will enable the customers to
interact with their finances through voice commands.
Westpac Group chief digital and marketing officer Martine Jager said: “With 85% of Westpac customers who own an Alexa
device using it to access their account balances, we wanted to evolve this feature to suit the new digital touch screen.”
The customers with an enabled the Westpac Banking Skill on Echo Spot need to link it to their Westpac bank account, which
will enable them to check account balance, recent transactions and reward points status using its voice-enabled capabilities.
The service will be available for up to three accounts.”
Currently, bank transfers or payments cannot be carried out through this Banking Skill but Martine Jager added “It won’t be
long before we will be enabling banking transactions via voice, letting customers make purchases.”

AI power platform from CIMB to facilitate
product matching to life stage needs
(Malaysia)
CIMB Bank and CIMB Islamic Bank launched CIMB F.I.R.S.T., a
digital platform which offers holistic financial solutions unique to
each customer’s chosen online profile based on the
recommendations of a virtual financial ‘adviser’.
CIMB F.I.R.S.T. - which stands for Finance, Insure, Returns,
Save and Transact - enables each customer to choose the online
profile that best describes then. F.I.R.S.T. will then suggest a
proposition covering savings, financing, insurance, investments
and credit cards. The idea is to remove a lot of guesswork and
empower customers to take the first step towards systematic
financial planning, whatever their stage in life.
Customers are free to pick and choose any combination of
products now or later, based on their requirements. Many of the
solutions like savings accounts and credit cards can be applied
for online; while others, like insurance and investments, require
face-to-face consultation with a CIMB official at a branch closest
to the customer.
CIMB F.I.R.S.T facilitates the needs of customers from various
profiles, including students, single professionals, married
persons, retirees, expatriates and entrepreneurs. It is powered by
a rules-based AI engine which will be continuously enhanced and
fine-tuned over time to offer more and more relevant customised
financial solutions to suit the needs of each individual. In future,
each customer’s products and services’ history with the bank will
enable CIMB F.I.R.S.T. to also calculate favourable rates and
fees applicable to each individual customer.

6 of 7 profile selections on website
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Campaign Result Update: Ally Big Save campaign
(USA)
As first reported in the February report, Ally Bank ran a campaign in February to support its
“mindful money” mantra timed for the Super Bowl advertising wave which was built around
the concept of instead of spending millions on a Super Bowl spot, Ally debuted an
augmented reality game mobile app during the game called Ally Big Save that only worked
during commercial breaks and encouraged users to save their money instead of spending it
on the products being advertised.
The idea was to help customers visualize savings goals in a tangible way, especially during
times where advertisers are pulling out all the stops to get consumers to buy.
During the commercials breaks, players were challenged to use the augmented reality
technology to catch falling money and move it into their virtual piggy banks; the more you
caught, the better the chance of winning. At the beginning of the game, players were asked
to enter the No. 1 thing they were saving for. The 10 people with highest score and best
savings story were granted a wish or given money toward a savings objective. At the end
the game, a contest kicked in. Players were asked to tell us their savings story by submitting 1,000 words or less via the game
app where a total of $250,000 would be distributed among winners to put toward their savings goals.
The results were striking. The app was downloaded more than 65,000 times, with over 600,000 game plays during the Super
Bowl. Over 1.2 million people visited the microsite and watched the videos of people telling real saving stories.
The promotion also grabbed 184 million media impressions through a combination of social engagement and influencer
content.
Original Source: Chief Marketer [link]. Edited by Otaara.

TSB increases interest rate as the bank
counters negative headlines and customer
complaints regarding its IT issues
(UK)
On entering the third week of TSB’s IT systems crisis, with
some customers still reporting problems accessing
accounts, in a bid to “put things right”, in its words, TSB
increased the interest it pays to customers on Classic Plus
current account from 3% to 5% adding “We promise this
won’t be taken away after a year.”

Discover introduces First Fee Forgiveness
– a program that automatically waives one
fee per year
(USA)
Discover is launching a new program for its online bank
account holders called First Fee Forgiveness. Each year, the
bank will waive the first eligible fee a customer incurs on a
Discover Bank cashback checking, savings or money market
account.
The following fees are included in the program:
• Insufficient funds fee: $30
• Stop payment fee: $15
• Excessive withdrawal fee: $15
• Money market minimum balance fee: $10

This April ad showing 3% is now out of
date with the account now paying 5% in
bid to counter negative headlines
The Classic Plus account pays the interest for balances up
to £1,500. It is also waiving overdraft fees and interest
charges that resulted from the problems.

Wire transfer fees are not included in First Fee Forgiveness.
The waived fee is displayed as an account credit on the
monthly statement, and is in the transaction details in each
customer’s dashboard. If an account holder receives two fees
in the same day, Discover will waive the higher of the two
fees.
Customers do not have to go through any additional steps to
have a fee waived. Discover will complete the process
automatically. Each account is allowed one forgiven fee each
calendar year. A customer with a savings and a checking
account would get one fee waiver for checking and one fee
waiver for savings.
Discover Bank account fees are generally low compared to
other banks in the industry. There is no monthly maintenance
fee or minimum balance required for checking or savings
accounts. ATM withdrawals are free in Discover’s network of
60,000 ATMs.
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Ally encourages consumers to Save Their Savings with new
campaign
(USA)
Ally Bank is launching a campaign that aims to raise awareness that consumers may
not be getting the best rates for their savings accounts, costing them money in the long run.
“Save Your Savings” campaign includes a series of short videos shot in hidden camera
style capturing just how strange it seems to throw away money in real-world situations,
comparing that action with keeping savings in a lower-yield account. The videos use Ally’s
trademark humor to show how real people react when a barista throws away her tips and the shocked reactions of pedestrians
when a bag of money is put out with the trash.
Ally’s goal is to continue to help consumers be more mindful of how they spend and save their money, said Andrea Brimmer,
Ally Bank CMO.
Watch the Barista spot here.

Monzo to launch first of its kind self-exclusion scheme
(UK)
Monzo customers will soon be able to block payments to gambling sites to help curb
addictions.
Customers will be able to turn the feature on themselves in the app, which will mean the
bank automatically stop payments made to gambling merchants through their Monzo
account.
But if concerned customers opt-in to the scheme, all payments to gambling sites will be
declined whether they're made online, via the app or in person.
To remove the block, customers will need to chat to a member of staff at Monzo who's
been trained to help vulnerable customers.
They will then have to wait 48 hours before they can switch it off from the app.
Barclays already lets users stop gambling transactions on its Barclaycard credit card, but
Monzo reckon they're the first UK bank to bring the feature to personal current accounts.
They’re hoping to roll out the feature to users over the before the end of June 2018.

First Direct pitches £250 0%
free overdraft facility as a
“cushion” for monthly
budgeting
(UK)
First Direct has offered a £250 0% interest
overdraft facility on its current accounts for
several years and now it is re-advertising
this fact and positioning the facility as a
“comfy cushion” when short of money before
payday.
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FAB’s Etihad Guest Account offers miles for monthly balances and new funds
(UAE)
FAB’s Etihad Guest Account rewards account holders with the ability to earn Etihad miles for balances and transactions.
These include:
• Earn 1.5 Etihad Guest Miles for every AED 1,000 on your average monthly balance
• Earn 500 bonus Miles each on your first salary transfer and first debit card purchase

As a switching incentive, new customers switching from another bank are eligible for bonus miles. For monthly salaries of
AED 100K+ a bonus of up to 100,000 miles and for monthly salaries of AED 15K to AED 75K, a 30,000 miles bonus.
In order to be eligible for 10 times more Etihad Miles customers need to increase their average monthly balance by a
minimum of AED 25K throughout the Offer period.

Standard
Chartered’s
different profit
rate depending
on currency
(UAE)
Standard Chartered’s
Saadiq XtraSaver
account allows
customers to choose
either AED & USD
denomination.
As shown in this print
ad customers could
receive 2% profit rate
on AED savings. On
USD savings the rate
is 1.6%.
Profit is calculated
based on your
average balance and
paid monthly.
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118 118 Money launches a credit card that charges no interest or penalty fees,
simply a flat monthly fee
(UK)
118 118 Money has launched a new credit card with a difference.
Instead of applying interest and charging fees for overseas use
or ATM withdrawals, you pay a monthly subscription fee.
The company has targeted the card at those looking to improve a
low credit score who frequently clock up penalty fees and
charges.
Customers are charged flat-rate fees instead of interest, from £8
per month for a £250 credit limit.
James Poole, chief marketing officer at 118 118 Money said:
''Our customers told us what they wanted from their credit card,
and we listened. They told us they are tired of being tripped up by
high interest fees and hidden charges, which cause them to
worry about their card. They want to know where they stand.”
The credit limit offered to customers will determine how much
you will pay each month in ‘subscription fees’ according to your
current credit score.
As your credit score improves 118 118 Money says customers
will have access to a higher limit but you don't have to accept it.
118 118 Money gives these examples: a £250 limit costs £8 per
month, £500 will cost £14 per month and £1,200 will cost £17 per
month.
There are no additional fees other than this. Unlike a traditional card, it also won't charge any penalties for late payment and
the lender says it will also send customers a reminder if customers miss a payment date.
With two missed payments, 118 118 Money says it will stop the account until it is brought it up to date. Customers will
continue to incur the normal monthly fees on the account if they continue to miss payments, capped at six months.

Maybank launches game app for Manchester
United fans
(Malaysia)

ICICI Bank offers limited time
cashback on Amazon purchases
(India)

Manchester United’s Official Retail Banking Partner in Malaysia,
Singapore and the Philippines, Maybank, launched its first
interactive game app for avid Manchester United fans at
TreatsFair, Malaysia’s largest one-stop instant redemption fair.
The game app gives Maybank card members a chance to
exchange their TreatsPoints (reward points) for gifts and other
items.
Fans who downloaded the game had the opportunity to enter a
four-day mini tournament, with the top player on the leader board
being rewarded with a trip of a lifetime to Old Trafford to watch a
match live, including flight tickets and accommodation.
The free-to-download app is accessible to everyone and anyone
can play the game, however, only Manchester United Maybank
cardholders are able to win Manchester United prizes.
The game challenges players to score goals by controlling an
avatar. The more goals a player scores the higher up the leader
board they go.
Players can also
purchase powerups - virtual items
that can boost
their chances of
scoring goals and
winning prizes.

ICICI Bank offering a 3 day 10% cashback
on shopping from Amazon when using either an
ICICI debit or credit card. The offer is valid on both
amazon's website and app, as mentioned on the
official website of ICICI Bank.
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Amex introduces new brand positioning to Australia and UK
Following the US launch in April (see April report), American Express has unveiled its new global brand platform in Australia
and UK - "Powerful Backing: Don't Do Business / Don't Live Life Without It" which underpins the company's worldwide
marketing and advertising activity.
In addition to the brand campaign elements we reported on last month, in Australia American Express has committed to
supporting the Australian music industry through their newly launched ‘Music Backers Program’. The program gives “music
businesses, artists and fans the opportunity to share in $1 million worth of value across the next 12 months” in order to
provide a much needed boost to the Australian music industry. People can apply via:
www.americanexpress.com.au/musicbackers. Iconic live music venue, Selina’s in Sydney, was announced as the first
recipient of the program. The venue celebrated their newly-announced grant in a one-night-only secret performance by
international superstars, The Killers.
In the UK the TV and digital is supported by OOH, including a 6.8m x 11m mural (see below top right) by London artist
Josephine Hicks offering a creative interpretation of the ‘Don’t Live Life without it’ message. Hicks has apparently drawn
inspiration from the many ways that American Express supports customers to live life to the fullest. Also, high digital OOH will
feature adaptive creative that changes based on time of day and surroundings. For example, in the morning people in
London’s principal start-up region in Shoreditch will see the message “Don’t Start Up without it” (below middle right) reflecting
the start-up culture of East London. In the evening, they’ll see “Don’t Late Night without it”, tapping into to the area’s thriving
nightlife.
Australia: Music Backers Program

National Bank of Kuwait and
Mastercard launch payments with
selfies and fingerprint-enabled
cards
(Kuwait)
The National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) and
Mastercard have announced the launch of
Identity Check and a pilot of a credit card with an
embedded fingerprint sensor in the country to
improve online and in-store shopping
experiences.
The biometric payment card is the first in the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) region, while NKB’s
deployment of Identity Check is the first in the
Middle East and Africa (MEA) region, according
to the announcement. Mastercard Identity Check
for NBK will soon be available from the Apple
App Store and Google Play, enabling consumers
to use fingerprint or face biometrics to bank or
shop online without entering a password.

UK: Examples of OOH
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Looking for a Wizard, Dorothy and
friends instead find a Halifax
mortgage advisor
(UK)
The new spot for Halifax is the latest in a series of
collaborations between Halifax and Warner
Brothers. Previous spots have starred other
notable characters such as Top Cat and The
Flintstones in an attempt to boost the bank chain’s
cross-generation appeal.
When Dorothy and friends knock on the doors of
the Great and Powerful Oz’s castle, instead of
finding the wizard they instead find Greg, a Halifax
mortgage adviser. The mortgage advisor informs
them the wizard has popped out, but “if it’s the
home of your dreams you’re after, maybe I can
help.”
He invites them inside and, after deducing that
Dorothy is too young to apply for a mortgage,
educates her in getting home via her ruby slippers.
In the spot, Greg is immersed in Oz,
superimposed on to original film footage from the
1939 film.
The Wizard of Oz characters will also be featured
in the national campaign across branches, outdoor
and social media, as well as online advertising to
promote Halifax’s mortgages cashback campaign.
Watch the spot here.

Rocket Mortgage product placement in The Avengers
Rocket Mortgage, part of Quicken Loans Family of Companies, partnered with Marvel Studios to co-brand a TV ad
campaign shown before the release of Avengers: Infinity War on April 27.
The commercial is in addition to Rocket Mortgage’s product placement in the opening scenes of the film.
The ad features a woman walking down the street using the mortgage app, smiling and seemingly oblivious to the fiery
mayhem taking place around her.
“By teaming up with Marvel Studios’ Avengers: Infinity War, we are not only able to produce fun, energetic, and creative
content, but the campaign also provides Rocket Mortgage a strong opportunity to connect with current and future
homebuyers,” says Casey Hurbis, chief marketing officer for Quicken Loans Inc.
The commercial is part of a campaign that includes other co-branded content through digital videos, online ads, social
media, and more.
“This campaign is about embracing confidence and feeling empowered, just like our heroes do,” says Mindy Hamilton,
Marvel’s senior vice president of global partnerships and marketing. “It’s easy to be envious of the super powers that we see
in the film, but Rocket Mortgage is reminding us in a fun way that we have tools at our disposal to conquer whatever
obstacles lie ahead.”
Rocket Mortgage is a standalone loan product from Quicken Loans launched nationwide in February 2016 that lets you
apply and be approved for a mortgage in minutes using nothing more than a smartphone app.
Watch the spot here.
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Maybank MaxiHome Ezy offers flexibility
and for deciding the amount you want to
pay for your home loan.
(Malaysia)
Maybank introduced a new home loan aimed at first-time
buyers called MaxiHome Ezy which allows customers to
service the interest/profit portion of their mortgage during the
first five years, with full instalments starting in the sixth year
onwards.
The mortgage scheme is available under both Islamic and
conventional banking. The scheme also allows borrowers to
make additional payments into the mortgage over the years
when their income have increased, without incurring any
penalty.

New Post Office mortgage gives first time buyers chance to buy home without a
deposit and also unveils the market's first retirement interest-only mortgage
(UK)
As highlighted in the April report Bank of Ireland UK and Post Office rolled out two new mortgage products, Post Office
Family Link to help first-time buyers and Retirement Link to help older borrowers. Both products now have marketing support
as shown below.
Post Office Family Link will allow customers who have
good affordability but are struggling to save a deposit to get
on the housing ladder. The product should particularly
appeal to those in rented properties who can afford monthly
repayments but may not be able to build up money for a
deposit.
The new product will allow them to raise a 10% against a
close relative’s property if they don’t have a mortgage. Post
Office said this would allow parents who may not
necessarily want or be able to gift a deposit to help t\\\\heir
child onto the property ladder. Loans are available up to
£500,000 and borrowers must never have owned a property
before.

Post Office Retirement Link lets retired borrowers take
out a residential mortgage and use a portion of their
pension to help fund it.
The product will have capital and repayment or interestonly options, with customers able to borrow up to
£500,000. Interest-only customers can borrow up to 30 per
cent loan-to-value up to age 80, while capital and
repayment customers can borrow up to 50% LTV up to
age 90.
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Al Khaliji, HEC Paris host
masterclass for private
banking customers
(Qatar)
Al Khaliji Commercial Bank (Al Khaliji) and
HEC Paris in Qatar partnered to host
private banking customers during an
exclusive masterclass session on one of
the topic, ‘Managing in Challenging
Times’.
The masterclass was presented by
renowned HEC Paris Professor Roger
Hallowell and academic director of
‘Leading Strategies for Outstanding
Performance’.
The session emphasised on the skills
required to best prepare businesses for
turbulent times, best practices, and
leading change during both stormy and
ordinary times.
Al Khaliji head of Personal Banking Rana
al-Asaad said: “Hosting masterclasses
with renowned subject-matter experts is
our endeavour to offer our valued
customers ways to deal with tough times
and steer their business in the right
direction.
“The success of this workshop has
inspired us to host such path breaking
programmes in the future, as well and
serve our customers in the best way
possible.

Morgan Stanley uses Amazon Alexa to offer market
insights to customers
(USA)

US investment bank Morgan Stanley is sharing information, including market
insights, with customers via the Amazon Alexa voice assistant.
The bank has introduced three Alexa skills that enable customers to use
voice commands to access information such as trading insights or ideas and
content from the bank. Morgan Stanley plans to expand its range of Alexa
skills over the next few years.
The bank used the Alexa Skills Kit to create the services. An Alexa Skills
Kit comprises tools, application programming interfaces (APIs), code
samples and documentation to enable developers to add skills to the
10,000-plus voice recognition capabilities already available on Alexa.
“This new channel will allow us to easily and quickly share valuable Morgan
Stanley insights,” said Mike Wilson, chief investment officer for institutional
securities and wealth management at Morgan Stanley. “Incorporating our
latest thought leadership into voice assistants is part of how we are adapting
to client needs and integrating ourselves into how people increasingly
consume information today.”

“With every New
day” Citi suggests it
has easily accessible
daily tools for
wealth management
(Singapore)
Citi has increased advertising
in Singapore for two Citigold
features: (1) Total Wealth
Advisor, a digital planning tool,
which was launched in June
2016 which maps client goals
to portfolios based on risk
tolerance, resource availability
and time horizon; (2) Citi
Wealth Insights, available to
clients and non-clients alike,
which as demonstrated with
this ad highlighting the March
US tech stocks decline is
intended to portray timely and
deep analysis.
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Actor Andy Hui joins hands with DBS for launch of iWealth app campaign
(Hong Kong)
DBS Hong Kong recently launched the iWealth app with celebrity Andy
Hui, celebrity and actor in a campaign to explain the iWealth platform for
mobile. With numerous innovations in place, the application gives
customers the autonomy and convenience to bank, trade and monitor
their portfolio anytime, anywhere.
“DBS iWealth app is a comprehensive wealth
management and banking platform. We
consolidated our services into a single hub,
and essentially let our customers take the
reins,” said a DBS Bank (Hong Kong)
spokesperson.
“While iWealth® app’s functionality is one of
a kind, the challenge to differentiate
ourselves and convey to consumers that not
all banking applications are the same is a
tough one, especially in a marketplace
saturated with so many competitors and
large-scale recruitment campaigns,” she
said.
Watch the TV spot here.

Notable Print Ads
1% cashback on new investment deposit
NatWest Invest, which was launched in Feb. 2017
is the bank’s online investment fund service and
'robo-advice’, offered a limited time 1% cashback
up to £250 for any new investment.

UK

OCBC Premier Private Client is using ‘Where
opportunity is made for you’ tagline for this top tier
premier banking segment as the website explains
these clients “get options that are not available to
retail investors tailored for you as an Accredited
Investor” plus financing options that allow clients to
borrow against the value of their investment portfolio
or a credit facility to leverage your cash collaterals for
investment in approved investment products.”

Singapore
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NatWest push to grow digital lending offshoot Esme with focus on repayment flexibility
(UK)
Digital Ad on Instagram

NatWest has outlined plans to scale and grow its digital lending
platform Esme Loans following a successful pilot phase.
Esme Loans was developed by the bank at its innovation unit with
fintech firm Ezbob as a direct response to the emergence of
specialist direct and P2P lending platforms.
Launched at the beginning of 2017, Esme offers UK-based SMEs a
fast, paperless commitment – 10 minute application – on unsecured
loan amounts up to £150,000 that can be funded into customers
accounts within an hour.
As shown in this digital ad (right) customers have flexibility for
repayments so customers can pay more one month and
less the next and there is no early repayment penalty.
Richard Kerton, head of Esme Loans, says: “Most small business
owners believe that applying for a loan will be difficult and time
consuming so we’ve focused our efforts on removing any
unnecessary complexity from the process and making it as
transparent as possible. As a result, the application form only asks
for the information we need, our interest rates our published on our
website and our pre-checker tool quickly gives customers an
accurate view of the cost of a loan.”
NatWest in February added Esme Loans to its Capital Connections
panel, which hooks alternative finance providers up to businesses
that don't qualify for a loan from the bank.

DBS Bank launches new solution to track
payments in real time
DBS Bank has launched a new solution that will enable its
corporate and SME clients to track digital cross border payments
in real time. The new solution will leverage SWIFT Global
Payments Innovation (gpi) service, enabling users to track the
status of their cross border payment status instantly without
having to call the bank’s corporate call centre.
The new solution has currently been rolled out to DBS customers
in Singapore and Hong Kong. In the coming months, the offering
will also be made available to the bank’s customers in China,
India, Indonesia and Taiwan.
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Shark Tank TV star and entrepreneur Barbara Corcoran headlines two PNC Bank Small
Business webcasts
(USA)
PNC Bank hosts two free and educational video
webcasts for small business owners in May
featuring Barbara Corcoran, star of "Shark Tank“ TV
show, founder of the Corcoran Group. Corcoran
shares her frontline experience and real-world
advice on how to position a business for growth and
excel in an ever-changing market. PNC offers these
events to small business owners as part of its
annual Small Business Month recognition in May.
Small business owners are invited to join one or
both video webcasts with registration required in
advance at https://www.pnc.com/en/smallbusiness/topics/sm-business-month.html.
Every registration by a business owner will be entered for a chance to win a trip to New York City to meet with Barbara
Corcoran for a private consultation.

Danske Bank seeks to help entrepreneurs
grow their impact on society

HSBC offers Face ID to corporate clients
HSBC announced its corporate clients now have the
option to use facial recognition biometrics for app logins,
joining a trend of banks offering enterprises features that
are available to retail customers.
Clients can now use its Face ID authentication service in
24 countries to log into the bank’s commercial banking
mobile app, called HSBCnet. The new functionality
speeds up login times to less than a second, HSBC said in
a press release.
“HSBCnet Mobile use has grown by 60% in the last year
alone, with an equivalent growth in value,” said Diane
Reyes, HSBC’s global head of liquidity and cash
management, in the press release. “With single amounts
of up to $1 billion authorized on the app, we know our
customers will appreciate the additional security and ease
Face ID allows.”
The first smartphone model to support Face ID is Apple’s
iPhone X, which HSBC said almost a fifth of current
commercial clients already use to access mobile banking.
The bank’s Touch ID option will remain available to all
other customers.
Watch the introductory video here.

Danske Bank has announced it is launching a new digital hub to
help Nordic entrepreneurs grow their societal impact.
The hub, named +impact, will allow start-ups to share their
challenges with experts and get advice for free.
The initiative will offer access to experts from Boston Consulting
Group, Implement, E&Y, PA Consulting, IBM and Danske Bank.
A new growth and impact team – headed by Klavs Hjort, SVP at
Danske Bank – will be responsible for the initiative.
The +impact hub will focus on companies that address one or
more of the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG).
The platform is based on a partnership between Danske Bank
and global entrepreneur cooperative Rainmaking.
The bank will also set up an accelerator programme to help the
companies grow and increase their impact.
“We realise that we will not be able to do this all on our own,”
said Klavs, “We will engage with partners in a collaborative
effort to drive this ambition forward.”
The bank also plans to hold events to match companies with
potential investors.
Jeanette Fangel Løgstrup, senior EVP and head of societal
impact and sustainability added: “We wish to use our role as a
leading financial partner to address some of the challenges that
we face in society.
“One of our priorities is to build relevant initiatives with which we
can help entrepreneurs to grow their positive impact on society.”
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OCBC introduces hybrid style loan for cash flow help
(Singapore)
OCBC Bank officially launched the OCBC Business Revolving Short Term Loan in
January and has now put marketing support in place with the below print ad and a video
spot. The loan offers funding of up to $200,000 and is tailored for small and
emerging businesses that have been in operation for at least two years and need cash
flow financing from time to time.
It allows a business to draw out a sum of money (min. S$25,000), repay it over a chosen
period of time (6 or 12 months), and then redraw once the loan has been repaid.
It’s being touted as a way for businesses to tide over short-term cash flow issues, or to
raise capital for expansion. The Business Revolving Short Term Loan’s “hybrid nature” is
useful for businesses looking for flexibility in borrowing just the right amount needed for
short-term projects at a lower cost than the usual overdraft line.

Virgin Money
launches instant
access savings
account for
small
businesses as it
enters business
banking
(UK)

UOB and
Santander to
collaborate in
helping their SME
customers with
overseas
expansion
(Singapore and UK)
United Overseas Bank
(UOB) and Santander UK
are to collaborate in helping
their SME customers from
their respective markets
with greater cross-border
business flows between
Southeast Asia and the
United Kingdom (UK). The
alliance brings together the
complementary strengths
such as local market
knowledge and regional
presence of both banks.
The SMEs will be able to
access each bank’s
financial products and
services. In addition, they
will benefit from the two
banks’ respective industry
insights and business
connections, which are
relevant and essential for
successful market entry.

Virgin Money has
launched an instant
access savings
account for small
businesses, after
research from the
lender showed poor
interest rates
prevented many
owners from opening
savings accounts.
To address the issue, and to encourage more small
business customers to open a savings account, Virgin
Money’s first ever small business savings account pays
a competitive 0.6 per cent interest rate, the lender
announced.
This print ad references the Business Savings Account
as well as suggesting that as Virgin “has spent 40 years
building businesses that stand out from the pack” it is
able to bring that expertise to help “other UK businesses
to save, grow and make their mark.”
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Wells Fargo launches ‘Re-Established’ brand campaign to improve reputation
(USA)

Wells Fargo has launching a new, integrated marketing campaign called “Re-Established” to emphasize the company’s
commitment to re-establish trust with customers and other stakeholders and to demonstrate how Wells Fargo is transforming
as it emerges from the scandal surrounding the San Francisco bank stemmed from its aggressive "cross-selling efforts," in
which employees created millions of new accounts in customers' names without their consent, such as new credit-card
accounts, to meet sales goals.
The first component of Re-Established is a one-minute commercial called “Trust” that opens with the bank's origins in the Old
West, showing the brand icon Stagecoach, references the recent scandal with "we always found the way — until we lost it,"
and fast-forwards to depict dedicated bank employees and happy customers with the voiceover declaring "a complete
recommitment to you, fixing what went wrong, making things right, and ending product-sales goals for branch bankers so we
can focus on your satisfaction. "We're holding ourselves accountable to find and fix issues proactively, because earning back
your trust is our greatest priority. It's a new day at Wells Fargo."
The advertisements will run across print, digital, broadcast, and mobile channels. As with previous Wells Fargo
advertisements, the campaign acknowledges the diversity of the company’s communities through tailored ads for specific
audiences, such as in-language messages in Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese) and Spanish and advertising in African
American media.
“Re-Established means recommitting to our customers and team members, reaffirming support of our communities and reinventing how we serve our customers through every interaction in new and improved ways,” said Jamie Moldafsky, chief
marketing officer. “It is about holding ourselves to a higher standard and our unwavering commitment to become a better
bank.”
Acknowledging the scandal and the commitment to do better is perfectly reasonable crisis-response strategy but we suspect
the creative of this campaign comes across to customers as “just an advertising campaign” rather than a fundamentally
believable commitment. This is an instance where it could make more sense that in order to convince customers of the
bank’s new direction that it should put the new CEO and other executives in front of the camera, which OCBC did with their
‘Stay True’ campaign and DBS ha also done in the past.
Watch the ‘Trust’ TV spot here.
Screenshot from TV spot

Unfortunate Timing! Wells Fargo's latest issue emerges
amid bank's rebranding campaign as The Wall Street
Journal highlights new accusations on May 18th
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Standard Chartered introduces new global
brand theme
Standard Chartered is refreshing its brand adding to the
‘Here for good’ positioning launched in 2010 to show how it
could be a force for good by promoting economic activity that
has a positive social impact, a brand campaign theme of
‘Good enough will never change the world’ which according
to Emma Sheller, global head of brand and marketing
“retains the original brand promise but adds ‘Good enough
will never change the world’, thereby sharpening our focus
on how banks can help tackle some of the problems that
stand in the way of global prosperity and commerce.”
“In September 2017, 72,000 employees (90% of staff) took
part in a bank-wide employee survey. The results pointed to
three core values that our colleagues were most invested in.
The respondents were also tasked to describe what these
values would look like in practice. We captured these as the
new internal values: ‘Never settle’, ‘Do the right thing’ and
‘Better together’,” she said.
Promotion for the ‘Good enough will never change the world’
campaign began on April 30th in Hong Kong, Korea,
Singapore, Taiwan and the United Kingdom and see the
bank showcase a series of inspirational short films featuring
people who accomplished extraordinary things because they
wouldn’t settle for ‘good enough’, like Jamaican sprinter and
Olympic champion Usain Bolt.
Additional videos will share stories of how companies and
clients are overcoming obstacles to deliver stronger
performance or make a difference in emerging markets
across Africa, Asia and the Middle East as it rolls out in 2018
in phases across the rest of the Bank’s footprint.
The new ads will run on platforms such as CNN, CNBC,
Bloomberg, Channel NewsAsia and the BBC, including a
content partnership with BBC Storyworks that will go live in
June.
British Airways, Cathay Pacific, Emirates and Singapore
Airlines flights will also carry the ads. The campaign will also
appear on out-of-home billboards and radio. The campaign
is for a duration of three years.
Watch the ‘Champions’ TV spot here.

Standard Chartered publish children's book and film to celebrate the legacy of one of
Liverpool Football Club's most cherished former players
Standard Chartered has launched an interactive children's book
commemorating the life of one of England’s greatest football players,
Kenny Dalglish.
Dalgish, known in football circles as 'King Kenny' in recognition of his
huge contribution to Liverpool FC, is also the name of the book which tells
his legendary story, capturing valuable lessons from his inspiring journey
in football and life. Kenny shows that being a true leader is all about
paving the way for others.
The book and accompanying short film form part of the season-long
content series for the bank to celebrate Liverpool FC’s 125th Anniversary.
'King Kenny' is available online as a free interactive e-book
at www.sc.com/lfc125/kingkenny. Fans can also download a PDF copy of
the book in seven languages – English, Traditional and Simplified
Chinese, Bahasa Melayu, Bahasa Indonesia, Vietnamese and Korean. A
small number of fans will secure a limited edition hard copy by
participating in promotions run by Standard Chartered and LFC
throughout the year.
Watch the campaign video here.
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DBS evolves brand positioning to underscore their vision to help customers 'live
more, bank less’
(Asia)
DBS Bank is rolling out a new brand marketing campaign across all markets in coming months, starting with Singapore. The
tagline “Living, Breathing Asia” which has been in use since 2006 is being retired. The new brand promise ‘Live More, Bank
Less’ which has featured as a secondary message in some marketing since 2016 is now brought to the forefront is said to
reflect the belief that the digital era needs to deliver banking that is so simple, seamless and invisible that customers have
more time to spend on people and things they care about. It also looks to encapsulate many aspects of the DBS brand and
enable its customers to live hassle-free with invisible banking and seize life’s opportunities.
The campaign includes ten video clips as well as digital assets, print, cinema and content marketing and will use derivations
like the following to address the bank’s different customer segments and focuses:
• “Live more, Be distracted less” which looks to display how customers can keep focused on things which matter.
• “Live more, Keep guessing less” to showcase banking which is direct, simple, intuitive and natural.
• “Live more, Be glum less” which reminds customers not to let anyone rain on their parade because banking is simple
smart and covers everything you need.
• “Live more, do it alone less” as part of its DBS business class service which aids entrepreneurs and ensure they do not
feel alone.
• “Live more, Miss out less” is part of DBS’ iWealth service to allow customers to find opportunities, trade and sell share at
anytime.
• “Live more, Pay less” meanwhile is linked to the DBS Lifestyle app.
• “Live more, Ouch ouch ouch less” which looks to showcase its services as personalised, customised and virtually pain
free.
The new campaign will also involve Singaporean Olympian Joseph Schooling who recently signed a three-year partnership to
act as a brand ambassador to headline a series of community activities and social media engagements.
DBS Bank set aside an initial S$30million to portray its new brand to markets across Southeast Asia, Greater China and South
Asia, the company said at a media conference.
Watch the new brand spot here which does a convincing job at describing the rational behind the new focus.
Creative from Print and Digital

